NOTE:
1. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS: 115 VAC, 20 AMP, 60 HZ, SINGLE PHASE
2. CONSTRUCTION:
   WORKSURFACE/WORK AREA - .16 GA[1.5 MM] 304 SS, #4 FINISH
   ACCESS PANELS - .16 GA[1.5 MM] & .18 GA[1.2 MM] C.R.S. WITH A BAKER
   PERMA WHITE POLYESTER HYBRID POWDER COAT FINISH
3. FILTER, MOTOR, BLOWER AND ALL ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
   ARE FRONT ACCESSIBLE.
4. PETCOCKS RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH NONFLAMMABLE GAS,
   AIR OR VACUUM
5. PLUMBING CONFIGURATION IS FACTORY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED
   AT 100 Psi (689 kPa), MAXIMUM WORKING PRESSURE IS 75 Psi (517 kPa).
   PLEASE ADVISE OF ANY SPECIAL PLUMBING REQUIRED BY
   LOCAL PLUMBING CODES
6. CABINET PLUMBING CONNECTORS ARE 3/8" TUBE FITTINGS.

NOTE: REFER TO THE LATEST VERSION OF BAKD066 FOR THE
EXHAUST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SG504 WITH THE
12"[305MM] DIA FlexAIR CANOPY EXHAUST CONNECTION(CEC)

STANDARD UNIT WEIGHT(NO STAND) = 714 LBS [325 KG]
WITH CHANNEL STAND = 760 LBS [345 KG]
WITH CHANNEL STAND & CASTERS = 800 LBS [363 KG]
WITH POWERED LIFT STAND = 857 LBS [392 KG]